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Call for Nominations
2016 EFCE Distinguished Lecture in Thermodynamics and
Transport Properties
The European Federation of Chemical Engineering (EFCE) announces a call for
nominations for the biennial Distinguished Lecture in Thermodynamics and Transport
Properties to recognize an outstanding research career and achievements within the
field.
The award will comprise a certificate, a cash prize of EUR 1,500, a travel/
accommodation grant (not exceeding EUR 500) and fee waiver to attend the 14th
International Conference on Properties and Phase Equilibria for Product and Process
Design (PPEPPD) where the award will be presented.
The 2016 Distinguished Lecture will be delivered during a Plenary Session of the 14th
PPEPPD Meeting which will be held in Porto, Portugal, from 22 to 26 May 2016.
The closing date for nomination is extended to 1 August 2015.
Further information about the nomination procedure, eligibility, and supporting
documentation can be obtained from the EFCE Working Party on Thermodynamics and
Transport Properties website at http://www.wp-ttp.dk or via EFCE’s website at
http://www.efce.info/Distinguished+Lecture+in+TTP.html.
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Related links
EFCE media centre
International Conference on Properties and Phase Equilibria for Product and Process
Design (PPEPPD)
Notes to media:
For further information, please contact:
Trish Regis, information and communications officer, EFCE
tel: +44 (0)1788 534435
email: pregis@icheme.org
About chemical engineers
Chemical, biochemical and process engineering is the application of science, maths
and economics to the process of turning raw materials into everyday products.
Professional chemical engineers design, construct and manage process operations all
over the world. Oil and gas, pharmaceuticals, food and drink, synthetic fibres and
clean drinking water are just some of the products where chemical engineering plays
a central role.
About EFCE
Founded in 1953, The European Federation of Chemical Engineering (EFCE) is a nonprofit-making association, whose object is to promote co-operation in Europe between
non-profit-making professional scientific and technical societies in 30 countries for the
general advancement of chemical engineering and as a means of furthering the
development of chemical engineering. See www.efce.org
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